
Introduction
Malthusian Expansion and Settler Colonialism

In 1924, the year when the United States shut its doors to all Japanese immigrants,
Nagata Shigeshi embarked on a trip to Brazil to complete a land purchase. As the
president of the Japanese Striving Society (Nippon RikkōKai), a leading Japanese
migration agency of its day, Nagata planned to build Aliança, a new Japanese
community, in the state of São Paulo to accommodate the supposed surplus
population of rural Nagano. In addition to poverty relief, Nagata envisioned that
themigrationwould turn the landless farmers of Nagano prefecture into successful
owner-farmers in Brazil, who would not only serve as stable sources of remittance
for their home villages but also lay a permanent foundation for the Japanese
empire in South America. Rooted in social tensions in the archipelago, the anxiety
of “overpopulation” in Japan was intensified by decades of anti-Japanese cam-
paigns that raged in North America. White racism in the United States forced
many Japanese migration promoters, including Nagata, to abandon their previous
plans of occupying the “empty” American West with Japan’s “surplus” popula-
tion. Instead they turned their gaze southward to Brazil as an alternative, seeing it
as not only an equally rich and spacious land but also free of racial discrimination.
A direct response to Japanese exclusion from the United States, the community of
Aliança was designed to showcase the superiority of Japanese settler colonialism
over that of the Westerners.1 Meaning “alliance” in Portuguese, Aliança was
chosen as its name to demonstrate that unlike the hypocritical white colonizers
who discriminated against and excluded people of color, the Japanese, owners of a
genuinely civilized empire, were willing to cooperate with others and share the
benefits.2 This idea quickly grew into the principle of kyōzon kyōei – coexistence
and coprosperity – a guideline of Japanese Brazilian migration in general.3

1 In this book, I define some Japanese migration campaigns beyond the territorial boundaries and
the spheres of influence of the Japanese empire as practices of settler colonialism because of the
settler colonial logic and intentions behind these campaigns. This definition is explained in detail
later in the introduction.

2 Nagata Shigeshi, Shinano Kaigai Ijūshi (Nagano: Shinano Kaigai Kyōryokukai, 1952), 79–80,
and Nagata Shigeshi,Kaigai Hatten to Wa Ga Kuni no Kyōiku (Tokyo: Dōbunkan, 1917), 19–21.

3 A 1924 article in Shokumin, a leading Japanese journal promoting colonial migration, claimed
that the ultimate goal of Japan’s migration-centered expansion should be the coexistence and
coprosperity of the entire human being. Responding to the US government’s ban on Japanese
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As the main direction of Japanese expansion shifted from South America to
Northeast Asia in the 1930s, overpopulation anxiety was utilized by the
imperial government to justify its policy of exporting a million households
from the “overcrowded” archipelago to Manchuria, Japan’s new “lifeline.”
Nagano prefecture continued to take on a leading role in overseas migration,
sending out the greatest number of settlers among all Japanese prefectures to
the Asian continent.4 Nagata Shigeshi served as one of the core strategists
assisting the imperial government’s migration policymaking, and he often
referred back to Aliança as a model for Japanese community building in
Manchuria.5 Coexistence and coprosperity, the guiding principle of Japanese
migration to Brazil, also became the ideological foundation of Japan’s Greater
East Asia Co-Prosperity Sphere (Daitōa Kyōei Ken). After the empire’s
demise, Nagata continued to identify overpopulation as the root of all social
programs in the war-torn archipelago and kept on promoting overseas migra-
tion as the ultimate cure. Under his leadership, the Striving Society worked
closely with the postwar government and managed to restart exporting “surplus
people” from Japan to South America by reviving migration networks estab-
lished before 1945.6

The claimed necessity for Japan to export its surplus population has been
dismissed by postwar historians as a flimsy excuse of the Japanese imperialists
to justify their continental invasion in the 1930s and early 1940s. Likewise,
according to conventional wisdom, the slogan of coexistence and coprosperity
is nothing more than deceptive propaganda that attempts to cover up the
brutality of Japanese militarism during World War II. Common examinations
of Japanese expansion usually stop at 1945, when the Japanese empire met
its end.

However, submerged in archives across the Pacific are stories of hundreds of
Japanese men and women like Nagata Shigeshi, which the current nation-
based, territory-bound, and time-limited narratives of the Japanese history
fail to capture. They embraced the discourse of overpopulation and led and

immigration going into effect the same year, the author believed that this new goal should guide
Japanese migration to South America as well as other parts of the world in the following years.
Arai Nobuo, “Shokumin to Kyōiku,” Shokumin 3, no. 3 (March 1924): 84. Moreover, Kurose
Hiroshi, vice president of the Japanese-Brazilian Association (Nippaku Kyōkai), a major migra-
tion organization of the day, recognized in 1932 too “Kyōzon Kyōei” as the guideline for
Japanese-Brazilian migration. Kurose Hiroshi, “Kyōzon Kyōei ni susume,” Burajiru:
Ishokumin to Bōeki 6, no. 5 (May 1932): 2.

4 Louise Young, Japan’s Total Empire: Manchuria and the Culture of Wartime Imperialism
(Berkeley: University of California Press, 1998), 329–330.

5 Nippon Rikkō Kai Sōritsu Hyaku Shūnen Kinen Jigyō Jikkō Iinkai Kinenshi Hensan Senmon
Iinkai, Nippon Rikkō Kai Hyakunen no Kōseki: Reiniku Kyūsai, Kaigai Hatten Undō, Kokusai
Kōken (Tokyo: Nippon Rikkō Kai, 1997), 213; Nagata Shigeshi, Nōson Jinkō Mondai to
Ishokumin (Tokyo: Nihon Hyōronsha, 1933), 61–62.

6 Nippon Rikkō Kai, Nippon Rikkō Kai, 332–343.
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participated in Japanese migration-driven expansion that transcended the geo-
graphic and temporal boundaries of the Japanese empire. Their ideas and
activities demonstrate that the association between the claim of overpopulation
and Japan’s expansion had a long and trans-Pacific history that began long
before the late 1930s. The idea of coexistence and coprosperity, embodied by
Japanese community building in South America, was both a direct response to
Japanese exclusion in North America and a new justification for Japanese
settler colonialism based on the argument of overpopulation. It emerged in
the 1920s, long before the announced formation of the Greater East Asia Co-
Prosperity Sphere during the total war.7 Furthermore, not only did Japan’s
migration machine precede the war, it also survived it. The logic, networks, and
institutions of migration established before 1945 continued to function in the
1950s and 1960s to spur Japanese migration to South America.

Why and how did the claim of overpopulation become a long-lasting justi-
fication for expansion? In what ways were the experiences of Japanese emigra-
tion within and outside of the empire intertwined? How should we understand
the relationship between migration and settler colonialism in modern Japan and
in the modern world? These are the questions that this book seeks to answer.
This is a study of the relationship between the ideas of population, emigration,
and expansion in the history of modern Japan. It examines how the discourse of
overpopulation emerged in Japanese society and was appropriated to justify
Japan’s migration-driven expansion on both sides of the Pacific Ocean from the
mid-nineteenth century to the 1960s. Through the history of the overpopulation
discourse, this study redefines settler colonialism in modern Japan by demon-
strating the institutional continuities and intellectual links between Japanese
colonial migration in Asia and Japanese migration in Hawaiʻi and North and
South America during and after the time of the Japanese empire. It further
reveals the profound overlaps and connections between migration and settler
colonialism in the modern world, two historical phenomena that have been
conventionally understood in isolation from one another.

Malthusian Expansionism and Malthusian Expansionists

I define the discourse of overpopulation that legitimized Japan’s migration-
driven expansion on both sides of the Pacific as “Malthusian expansionism.”
This is a set of ideas that demanded extra land abroad to accommodate the
claimed surplus people in the domestic society on the one hand and emphasized
the necessity of the overall population growth of the nation on the other hand.

7 Arai, “Shokumin to Kyōiku,” 84. By the term “total war,” this book refers to the Asia-PacificWar
that began with the Marco Polo Bridge Incident on July 7, 1937, and ended with Japan’s
surrender on August 15, 1945.
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As two sides of the same coin, these seemingly contradictory ideas worked
together in the logic of Malthusian expansionism. It rationalizes migration-
driven expansion, which I call “Malthusian expansion,” as both a solution to
domestic social tensions supposedly caused by overpopulation and a means to
leave the much-needed room and resources in the homeland so that the total
population of the nation could continue to increase. In other words, Malthusian
expansionism is centered on the claim of overpopulation, not the actual fear of
it, and by the desire for population growth, not the actual anxiety over it.

On the one hand, Malthusian expansionism echoed the logic of classic
Malthusianism in believing that the production of a plot of earth was limited
and could feed only a certain number of people. As early as 1869, three years
before the newly formed Meiji government carried out the first nationwide
population survey, it pointed to the condition of overpopulation (jinkō kajō) as
the cause of regional poverty in the archipelago. As a remedy, the government
concluded, surplus people in Japan proper should be relocated to the empire’s
underpopulated peripheries.8 From that point forward, different generations of
Japanese policymakers and opinion leaders continued to claim overpopulation
as the ultimate reason for whatever social tensions of the day were plaguing the
archipelago. They also embraced emigration, first to Hokkaido and then to
different parts of the Pacific Rim, as not only the best way to alleviate the
pressure of overpopulation but also an effective strategy to expand the power
and territory of the empire.

On the other hand, unlike Malthus’s original theory that held that population
growth should be checked,9 Malthusian expansionism celebrated the increase
of population. The call for population growth emerged as Meiji Japan entered
the world of modern nations in the nineteenth century, when the educated
Japanese began to value manpower as an essential strength of the nation and
a vital component of the capitalist economy. The size of population and the
speed of a nation’s demographic growth, as Japanese leaders observed, served
as key indicators of a nation’s position in the global hierarchy defined by
modern imperialism. Accordingly, the emigration of the surplus people over-
seas would free up space and resources in the crowed archipelago to allow the
Japanese population to continue its growth.

This study examines overpopulation as a political claim, not as a reflection of
reality. Japan did experience periods of rapid population growth once it began
the process of modernization, and it has historically been known as a densely
populated nation/empire.10 However, the word “overpopulation” should never

8 Yoshida Hideo, Nihon Jinkō Ron no Shiteki Kenkyū (Tokyo: Kawade Shobō, 1944), 250–252.
9 Thomas Malthus, An Essay on the Principle of Population (London: J. Johnson, 1789), 6, 28.

10 For example, world-renowned sociologist Warren Thompson in 1929 listed the Japanese
empire, together with China, India, and Central Europe, as the world’s “danger spots” due to
their extremely high population densities. Thompson warned that if the population pressures in
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be taken as given when discussing the contexts of emigration and expansion
because the very definition of “overpopulation,” as this study has shown, has
always been subject to manipulation. Like elsewhere in the world, the claim of
overpopulation was associated with a variety of arguments and social cam-
paigns in modern Japan. As Japanese economist and demographer Nagai Tōru
observed at the end of the 1920s, the issue of overpopulation served as an
excuse for different interest groups to advance their own agendas. Those who
called for birth control were in fact working toward the liberation of proletar-
ians and women; those who focused on the issue of food shortage might have
cared more about political security than overpopulation per se; and in the same
vein, migration promoters’ ultimate goal was the expansion of the Japanese
empire itself.11 By the concept of Malthusian expansionism, this book aims to
explain how the claims of overpopulation were specifically invented and used
to legitimize migration-driven expansion.

To this end, I focus on the ideas and activities of the Japanese migration
promoters, men and women like Nagata Shigeshi, whom I call “Malthusian
expansionists.” In other words, this is a study of the migration promoters, not
the individual migrants who left the archipelago and settled across seas.
Malthusian expansionists were different generations of Japanese thinkers and
doers, who viewed migration as an essential means of expansion. Their diverse
backgrounds shaped their agendas for emigration in different ways—those
inside the policymaking circles envisioned that emigration would expand the
empire’s territories and political sphere of influence, business elites saw emi-
gration as a vital step to boost Japan’s international trade, intellectuals believed
that migration would propel the Japanese to rise through the global racial
hierarchy, social activists and bureaucrats used emigration to realize their
plans to reform the domestic society, owners and employees of migration
organizations and companies hoped for the growth of their wealth and net-
works, and journalists aimed to expand readership and influences.

However, as advocates of Malthusian expansionism, they claimed in unison
that the archipelago, in part or as a whole, was overcrowded even though it was
essential that the Japanese population continue its growth. They thus agreed
with each other that emigration was both an ideal solution to the problem of
overpopulation at home and a critical means of expansion abroad. In different
historical contexts and in their own ways, they took on the primary responsi-
bility to plan, promote, and organize Japan’s migration-driven expansion.
Many not only extolled the merits of emigration through articles and speeches

these regions were not correctly dealt with, they might lead to international wars. Warren S.
Thompson, Danger Spots in World Population (New York: Knopf, 1929), 18–48, 113–114.

11 Nagai Tōru, Nihon Jinkō Ron (Tokyo: Ganshōdō, 1929), 3.
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but also actively participated in migration campaigns by making policies and
plans, investigating possibilities, or recruiting migrants.

To be sure, Malthusian expansionism was not the only design of empire in
modern Japan. The ideas that the empire neededmore population instead of less
were constantly challenged by different forces from within and without.
Kōtoku Shūsui, a pioneer of Japan’s socialist movement, made one of the
earliest and most powerful critiques of Malthusian expansionism at the turn
of the twentieth century. The argument that overpopulation necessitated emi-
gration, he pointed out, was merely rhetoric for imperial expansion because the
true reason behind the rise of poverty was not population growth but the
increasingly imbalanced distribution of wealth.12 From the late 1910s to
the early 1930s, leaders of socialist and feminist movements in Japan were
vocal in their push for contraception and birth control. Their birth control and
eugenics campaigns were both inspired and empowered by contemporary
international Neo-Malthusian and eugenic movements.13 Similarly, not every
Japanese empire builder favored emigration as a practical solution to Japan’s
social problems and a productive means of expansion. As the tide of anti-
Japanese sentiment began to rise in the United States, liberal thinkers like
Ishibashi Tanzan argued that Japan should acquire wealth and power through
trade instead of emigration. Ishibashi urged Tokyo to relocate all Japanese
migrants in the United States back into the archipelago in order to avoid
diplomatic conflicts.14 As a whole, though Malthusian expansionists at times
worked with other interest groups such as merchants, labor union leaders, and
women’s rights advocates, they were also constantly vying for leadership and
influence.

Not all types of emigration fit into the ideal scenario of expansion imagined
by Japanese Malthusian expansionists either. Few of them saw the Korean
Peninsula and Taiwan, two major colonies of the empire, which had two of the
largest Japanese overseas communities by the end of World War II, as vital
parts in their maps of expansion. Due to the high population densities of the
native residents and the low living standards of the local farmers, the Japanese
agricultural migration, favored by the Malthusian expansionists, had seldom
succeeded there. Due to similar reasons, Okinawa, a colony turned prefecture
of the empire, was rarely mentioned in the discussions of the Japanese
Malthusian expansionists. The rich histories of Japanese migration in the
Korean Peninsula, Taiwan, and Okinawa, therefore, do not feature prominently
in this book.

12 Kōtoku Shūsui, Teikoku Shugi (Tokyo: Iwanami Bunko, 1901), 106–108, 112.
13 Fujime Yuki, Sei no Rekishigaku: Kōshō Seido, Dataizai Taisei kara Baishun Bōshihō, Yūsei

Hogohō Taisei e (Tokyo: Fuji Shuppan, 1997), 245–281.
14 Oguma Eiji,Nihonjin no Kyōkai: Okinawa Ainu Taiwan Chōsen Shokuminchi Shihai kara Fukki

Undō made (Tokyo: Shinyōsha, 1999), 232–235.
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Instead, I focus on the histories of Japanese migration in Hokkaido,
California, Texas, Brazil, and Manchuria, where Japanese settlement was
crucial for the evolution of Japanese Malthusian expansionism. Similarly, in
the visions of Japanese Malthusian expansionists, not every ethnic group in the
empire was qualified for emigration. Though having substantial differences
among themselves, colonial subjects in the Korean Peninsula and Taiwan as
well as outcast groups were generally excluded from the pool of ideal subjects
of emigration.15 Although Okinawa had one of the greatest numbers of
emigrants among all Japanese prefectures, Malthusian expansionists did not
consider Okinawans as ideal migrants either.16

Malthusian Expansionism as a Logic of Settler Colonialism

By moving beyond geographical and sovereign boundaries, this study brings
newways to understand settler colonialism in the histories of modern Japan and
the modern world. At a concrete level, it analyzes the links, flows, and inter-
sections between Japanese migration within the imperial territory in Asia and
that outside of the imperial territories in Hawaiʻi and North and South America
and the continuities between Japanese overseas migration during and after the
time of the empire. The connections between Japanese colonial migration in
Asia and Japanese migration across the Pacific Ocean also present an intellec-
tual necessity to conceptualize the overlaps between migration and colonial
expansion. Thus, at a more theoretical level, by recognizing certain types of
migration into the territories of other sovereign states as expansion, this study
reconfigures the scope, logic, and significance of settler colonialism in world
history.

15 Although these marginalized groups are generally absent in the Japanese Malthusian expansio-
nists’ proposals, their stories as emigrants have been well documented. Noah McCormack,
“Buraku Emigration in the Meiji Era – Other Ways to Become ‘Japanese,’” East Asian History,
no. 23 (June 2002): 87–108; Andrea Geiger, Subverting Exclusion: Transpacific Encounters
with Race, Caste, and Borders, 1885–1928 (New Haven, CT: Yale University Press, 2011), 36–
71; Ronald Takaki, Strangers from a Different Shore: A History of Asian Americans (Berkeley:
University of California Press, 1998), 270–286.

16 Malthusian expansionists’ discrimination against Okinawan migrants was exemplified by
Tokyo’s ban on Okinawan migration to Brazil from 1912 to 1917. The imperial government
justified the decision by labeling the Okinawans as inferior to the Japanese and attributing the
rise of anti-Japanese sentiment in South America to the Okinawan migrants’ “inappropriate”
behavior there. Yabiku Mōsei, Burajiru Okinawa Iminshi (São Paulo: Zaibu Okinawa
Kenjinkai, 1987), 48–52. In 1942, Japanese colonial thinker Yanaihara Tadao, too, complained
that the inferior Okinawan migrants had damaged the Japanese settlers’ civilized image in the
South Seas. Yanaihara Tadao, “Nanpō Rōdō Seisaku no Kichō,” Shakai Seisaku Jihō, no. 260
(1942): 156–157, cited from Tomiyama Ichirō, “Colonialism and the Sciences of the Tropical
Zone: The Academic Analysis of Difference in ‘the Island Peoples,’” Positions: Asia Critique 3,
no. 2 (1995): 385–386.
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Until recently, the experience of Japanese overseas migration has been
divided into two contrasting narratives: a story of settler colonialism inside of
the empire’s sphere of influence in Asia on the one hand and a story of Japanese
migrants’ bitter struggles against white racism and immigration exclusion in
other areas across the Pacific on the other. Recognizing the divergence between
emigration (imin) and colonial migration/expansion (shokumin) remains abso-
lutely necessary for us to grasp the different dimensions in the experience of the
Japanese overseas. However, recent scholarship has moved our understanding
of Japanese colonialism and expansionism beyond geographical and temporal
boundaries of the Japanese empire.17 As a result, the concepts of emigration
and colonial expansion, together with the two separated narratives they repre-
sent respectively, are no longer sufficient because they cannot explain the
continuities and connections between various waves of Japanese emigration
on both sides of the Pacific Ocean from the beginning of the empire to the
decades after its fall.

By not taking the conceptual division between migration and colonial
expansion as given, this study illustrates the ideological and institutional
continuities centered around the overpopulation discourse that persisted
through different periods of Japanese emigration. The history of Japan’s
Malthusian expansion transcended both the space and time of the Japanese
colonial empire. I trace the origins of Japan’s Malthusian expansion to the
beginning of Meiji era. I demonstrate how the migration of declassed samurai
(shizoku) to Hokkaido during early Meiji, an episode commonly omitted from
the history of Japanese colonial expansion, was a precursor to the ideas and
practices of Japanese migration to North America and other parts of the Pacific
Rim in later years. Likewise, Japanese migration to the United States that began
in the last two decades of the nineteenth century also provided crucial lan-
guages and resources for Japanese expansion in South America and Northeast
Asia from the early twentieth century to the end of World War II. I also extend
the analysis into the postwar era and consider Japanese migration to South
America in the 1950s and 1960s as the final episode in the history of Japan’s
Malthusian expansion: though no longer performed by a militant and expand-
ing empire, the postwar migration was still legitimized by the same discourse of
overpopulation while driven by the same institutions and networks that were

17 The representative studies in recent years include, but are not limited to, Young, Japan’s Total
Empire, 312–318; SandraWilson, “TheNew Paradise: Japanese Emigration toManchuria in the
1930s and 1940s,” International History Review 17, no. 2 (May 1995): 251–253; Eiichiro
Azuma, “‘Pioneers of Overseas Japanese Development’: Japanese American History and the
Making of Expansionist Orthodoxy in Imperial Japan,” Journal of Asian Studies 64, no. 4
(November 2008): 1187–1226; Takashi Fujitani, Race for Empire: Koreans as Japanese and
Japanese as Americans (Berkeley: University of California Press, 2011); Geiger, Subverting
Exclusion; Jordan Sand, “Reconfiguring Pacific History: Reflections from the Pacific Empires
Working Group,” Amerasia Journal 42, no. 3 (2016): 1–5.
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established during Japanese migration to South America andManchuria before
1945.

That settler colonialism as a concept to describe the settler-centered colonial
expansion and rule is different from military- or trade-centered colonialism has
been widely accepted by scholars in recent decades. Yet researchers have
utilized varied definitions of the term depending on the historical and political
contexts of their subjects. The existing literature has offered at least three
different definitions. First, in Anglophone colonial history, scholars use “settler
colonialism” to describe the settling in colonies by colonizers and the establish-
ment of states and societies of their own by usurping native land instead of
exploiting native labor. The elimination of native peoples and their cultures and
the perpetuation of settler states in the Anglophone history have led Patrick
Wolfe to conclude that settler colonial invasion “is structure, not an event.”18

Second, careful examinations of twentieth-century colonialism around the
globe have extended our understanding of settler colonialism beyond the
Anglophone model. Unlike the expansion of the Anglo world in the previous
centuries, settler colonialism in the twentieth century was marked by the
instability of settler communities. Whether in the Korean Peninsula,
Abyssinia, or Kenya, colonial settlers from Japan, Italy, and Britain alike had
to constantly negotiate their political and social space with more numerous
indigenous populations. Their stories often ended with repatriation, not perma-
nent stay. Accordingly, Caroline Elkins and Susan Pedersen have defined
twentieth-century settler colonialism as a structure of colonial privileges
based on the negotiation between four political groups: the settlers, the imperial
metropole, the colonial administration, and the indigenous people.19 Third,
recent studies have started to extend the definition of settler colonialism beyond
formal colonial sovereignty and power relations by exploring the overlaps and
similarities between the experience of colonial settlers and that of migrants.
Looking from indigenous perspectives, colonial histories of Hawaiʻi, Southeast
Asia, and Taiwan, in their own ways, have all offered plenty of evidence of how
immigrants ended up fostering the existing settler colonial structures.20

18 Lorenzo Veracini, “‘Settler Colonialism’: Career of a Concept,” Journal of Imperial and
Commonwealth History 41, no. 2 (2013): 313; Patrick Wolfe, Settler Colonialism and the
Transformation of Anthropology: The Politics and Poetics of an Ethnographic Event
(London: Cassell, 1999), 2.

19 Caroline Elkins and Susan Pedersen, eds., Settler Colonialism in the Twentieth Century:
Projects, Practices, and Legacies (London: Routledge, 2005), 3–4. Jun Uchida further defines
the Japanese settlers in colonial Korea as “brokers of empire” based on ambivalent and
constantly shifting relations they had with different forces in the Korean Peninsula and
Tokyo. Jun Uchida, Brokers of Empire: Japanese Settler Colonialism in Korea, 1876–1945
(Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 2011), 5–8.

20 Candace Fujikane, “Introduction: Asian Settler Colonialism in the U.S. Colony of Hawaiʻi,” in
Asian Settler Colonialism: From Local Governance to the Habits of Everyday Life in Hawaiʻi,
ed. Candace Fujikane and Jonathan Y. Okamura (Honolulu: University of Hawaiʻi Press, 2008),
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Recognizing the overlaps between the experiences of settlers and migrants is
the starting point of this research. I use the term “settler colonialism” by its
most extended meaning, close to the third definition. However, different from
all the approaches above, this book sheds new light on settler colonialism
through the lens of migration itself. The migration of settlers is an essential
component of settler colonial experience but has often been neglected. The
migration-centered approach requires us to examine settler colonialism from
both the sending end and the receiving end of settler migration. Existing
literature of settler colonialism has provided rich insights from the receiving
end. Scholars have explained in depth how a settler state is established and how
the power structure of a settler colonial society is maintained.21

This book examines the ideas and practices of settler colonialism at both
ends of settler migration, highlighting the interactions between the social and
political changes in the home country and those in the host societies. It seeks to
explain how the emigration of setters was reasoned in the home country, why
settlers demanded land more than anything else, and how settlers’ appropria-
tion of the land owned by others was justified in both settler communities and
the home country. I argue that Malthusian expansionism, which celebrates
population growth and, in the meantime, demands extra land abroad to alleviate
population pressure at home, lies at the center of the logic of settler colonialism
in the modern era.

The migration-centered approach also allows me to examine the ideas and
practices of settler colonialism beyond conventional boundaries. Though exist-
ing indigenous critiques have successfully problematized the very definitions
of “settlers” and “migrants,” they are almost exclusively anchored in the host
societies. I challenge the conceptual division between migration and settler
colonialism from both ends of settler migration. Through the prism of
Malthusian expansionism, this book shows that Japanese migration campaigns
to the Americas and Hawaiʻi, territories of other sovereign states, were not only
closely connected with the empire’s expansion in Asia but also propelled by
settler colonial ambitions in Japan’s home archipelago.

3; Dean Itsuji Saranillio, “Why Asian Settler Colonialism Matters: A Thought Piece on
Critiques, Debates, and Indigenous Difference,” Settler Colonial Studies 3, nos. 3–4 (2013):
287; Shu-mei Shih, “Theory, Asia and the Sinophone,” Postcolonial Studies 13, no. 4 (2010):
478; Katsuya Hirano, Lorenzo Veracini, and Toulouse-Antonin Roy, “Vanishing Natives and
Taiwan’s Settler-Colonial Unconsciousness,” Critical Asian Studies 50, no. 2 (2018): 196–218.

21 Patrick Wolfe, “Settler Colonialism and the Elimination of the Native,” Journal of Genocide
Research 8, no. 4 (December 2006): 387–409; Wolfe, Settler Colonialism and the
Transformation of Anthropology; James Belich, Replenishing the Earth: The Settler
Revolution and the Rise of the Anglo-World, 1783–1939 (Oxford: Oxford University Press,
2009); Lorenzo Veracini, Settler Colonialism: A Theoretical Overview (Houndmills: Palgrave
Macmillan, 2010); Lorenzo Veracini, The Settler Colonial Present (Houndmills: Palgrave
Macmillan, 2015).
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Malthusian Expansionism in Four Threads

Why did Malthusian expansionism possess such appeal and adaptability in
modern Japanese history? How did it make sense to Japan’s nation and empire
builders from distinct socioeconomic backgrounds? How was this demo-
graphic discourse embraced in drastically different historical contexts to justify
Japan’s migration driven expansion? To explain the power, mechanism, and
significance of Malthusian expansionism, one must look beyond the realm of
thoughts and words of the elites. My analysis focuses on how ideas interacted
with social realities, political actions, and historical changes. It pinpoints four
different but overlapping threads within the big picture of Japanese Malthusian
expansion: the intellectual, the social, the institutional, and the international.

First and foremost, the history ofMalthusian expansionism is a unison of two
schools of thoughts – overpopulation and expansion. I explain how the claim of
overpopulation that justified emigration originated and how it continued as a
dominant discourse in modern Japan’s shifting intellectual debates of empire
building, both among academics and in the public sphere. Second, this is also a
study of social and cultural history that discusses how Malthusian expansion-
ism took root in and was also transformed by the changing social and political
contexts within the archipelago. It explores how a succession of social move-
ments, each in response to specific sociopolitical tensions, turned to over-
population for an easy diagnosis and portrayed emigration as the panacea.
Beyond social movements, Malthusian expansionism also found expression
in the form of specific laws and state apparatuses. Thus, the third thread reveals
how it both influenced and was strengthened by government institutions,
policies, and legislations, at both central and local levels, that aimed at mana-
ging reproduction and emigration. Finally, as a major player in the arena of
modern imperialism, Japan’s expansion was inevitably shaped by its uneasy
relationship with other empires. The fourth thread examines how the Japanese
empire’s imitation of – as well as struggles against – Anglo-American expan-
sion both molded and transformed the ideas and activities of Japanese
Malthusian expansionists.22

The Intellectual: Population, Land, the Lockean Principle
of Ownership

From the beginning of theMeiji era, educated Japanese both within and outside
of the government started collecting massive amounts of information about

22 This book uses the terms “Anglo-American expansion” and “Anglo-American settler colonial-
ism” to describe both British settler colonial expansion around the world and US territorial
expansion because these experiences, both driven by Malthusian expansionism, had jointly
served as the central inspiration for Japan’s own settler colonialism.
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their nation, including its population, land, and produce.23 Follow the example
of their Western counterparts, Meiji leaders believed that the country could not
be known and managed effectively without the collection of data. From 1872
onward, as a part of this “statistics fever” (tōkei netsu),24 the Meiji government
began conducting nationwide population surveys based on information pro-
vided by the newly reconstituted household registration system.25

Along with this faith in numbers, Meiji intellectuals also found new ways of
understanding the meaning of ordinary life. The masses were no longer a sea of
ignorant people (gumin) who were destined for political exclusion. Instead,
educated Japanese began to see every individual in the archipelago as a
valuable subject of the new nation, whose well-being was a critical indicator
of the nation’s strength and prosperity.26 Beginning in early Meiji, as a result of
the introduction of modern medicine and hygiene, the archipelago entered a
phase of rapid population growth. Japanese intellectuals spared no efforts to
celebrate the population boom as evidence for both the success of the new
government and the superiority of the racial stock. In this spirit, they ranked the
Japanese as one of the most demographically expanding races in the world,
right alongside the Europeans.27

It was in this intellectual context that educated Japanese introduced Thomas
Malthus to their domestic readers. From the late nineteenth century onward,
while the call for birth control was constantly contested,28 the Malthusian
argument that land had a finite limit on the population it could sustain was
widely accepted as common sense in the society. Thus overpopulation, a
natural result of the rapidly growing population within the limited territory of
the empire, became a critical issue that Japanese thinkers of different genera-
tions would all contend with.

The discovery of the existence of a “surplus population” in Japan came at a
time when Meiji intellectuals began to reexamine the world’s political geogra-
phy by referring to past – and ongoing – Western colonial expansions. In
particular, the history of Anglo-American settler colonialism became their

23 Takashi Fujitani, “Kindai Nihon ni okeru Kenryoku no Tekunorojii: Guntai, Chihō, Shintai,”
trans. Umemori Naoyuki, Shisō, no. 845 (November 1994): 164–165.

24 Hayami Akira, “Jinkō Tōkei no Kindaika Katei,” in Kokusei Chōsa Izen, Nihon Jinkō Tōkei
Shūsei, reprint ed., vol. 1, ed. Naimushō Naikaku Tōkeikyoku (Tokyo: Tōyō Shorin, 1992), 3,
cited from Takashi, “Kindai Nihon ni okeru Kenryoku no Tekunorojii,” 166.

25 Hayami, “Jinkō Tōkei no Kindaika Katei,” 4.
26 One of the earliest demographers in Meiji Japan, Sugi Kōji, for example, argued in his speeches

and writings that the life of a nation’s ordinary subjects can reveal the nation’s prosperity.
Yoshida, Nihon Jinkō Ron no Shiteki Kenkyū, 127.

27 Nishiuchi Yōsan, “Shokumin Jigyō to Kokka Keizai no Kankei,” Kōchi Shokumin Kyōkai
Hōkoku, no. 1 (October 1893): 3–4, cited from Yoshida, Nihon Jinkō Ron no Shiteki Kenkyū,
200–201.

28 Fujime Yuki has documented the complicated and overall unsuccessful birth control movement
in pre-1945 Japan. Fujime, Sei no Rekishigaku, 117–150, 245–282.
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primary source of inspiration. Unlike the Iberian expansionists, whose central
goals for colonization were securing tribute, labor, taxes, and the ostensible
loyalty of indigenous inhabitants, the Anglo-American colonialists focused on
the acquisition of land itself.29 Armed with a new language drawn from the
Enlightenment, they also sought to justify their taking of aboriginal lands in the
name of reason and progress.30

This conceptual shift was spearheaded by the British Enlightenment thinker
John Locke. Through his involvement in drafting and revising The Fundamental
Constitutions of Carolina in the late seventeenth century, Locke had participated
in the British Empire’s expansion in North America.31 In his widely acclaimed
Two Treatises of Government, Locke defined agrarian labor, which included both
the act of enclosure and the act of cultivation, as the only legitimate foundation of
claiming land ownership. Any land without the presence of agrarian labor, no
matter if occupied or not, was wasted and thus open to appropriation.32 The
Lockean principle of land ownership was cited by colonial thinkers on both sides
of the Atlantic Ocean to justify British settlers’ rejection of the indigenous land
rights and legitimize the establishment of settler colonies in North America.33

While the postindependence US government initially recognized some Native

29 The divergence in their goals led to the intrinsic differences between the colonial model of the
Iberian empires and that of the British Empire. Recent scholarship has shown that the territories
that the Spanish acquired overseas were initially “kingdoms” instead of “colonies,” in terms of
both their titles and their relationship with Madrid. Mark Burkholder, “Spain’s America: From
Kingdoms to Colonies,”Colonial Latin American Review 25, no. 2 (2016): 125–126. During the
early years of Spanish rule in the Caribbean, African migrants functioned as surrogate colonists,
not as plantation slaves, as they were expected to maintain and defend the Spanish order, as
David Wheat has argued. Wheat, Atlantic Africa & the Spanish Caribbean, 1570–1640 (Chapel
Hill, NC: Omohundro Institute and University of North Carolina Press, 2016). Elites in Spanish
colonies also enjoyed more power in controlling colonial administrative budgets than their
counterparts in the British colonies did. Regina Grafe and Alejandra Irigoin, “A Stakeholder
Empire: The Political Economy of Spanish Imperial Rule in America,” Economic History
Review 65, no. 2 (2012): 609–651.

30 To be sure, initially the British colonists had acquired land in North America mostly through
settlement and purchase; they also acknowledged, to a certain degree, the Native Americans’
land rights. This was done both to differentiate themselves from the Spanish colonists, who were
criticized by the British for their maltreatment of the Native Americans, and to minimize the
attacks by Amerindian forces on British settlement communities. See Barbara Arneil, John
Locke and America: The Defense of English Colonialism (Oxford: Oxford University Press,
1996), 70–71, 80–81.

31 David Armitage, “John Locke, Carolina, and the Two Treatises of Government,” Political
Theory 32, no. 5 (October 2004): 602–627.

32 Arneil, John Locke and America, 138–143. For a general discussion of John Locke’s influence
in the revolutionary-era United States, see ibid., 170–200.

33 Locke’s association of property ownership with agrarian labor enabled early eighteenth-century
British settlers to comfortably ignore the Mohegans’ ownership of their land in Connecticut. It
also inspired Emer de Vattel to claim the establishment of colonies “extremely lawful” in his
Droit des gens (Law of Nations), published in 1758. David Armitage, “John Locke: Theorist of
Empire?,” in Empire andModern Political Thought, ed. Sankar Muthu (Cambridge: Cambridge
University Press, 2012), 100–101.
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American tribes’ land ownership, by the late nineteenth century it had dispos-
sessed Native Americans of most of their lands through negotiation, purchase,
political maneuver, and military action. The Lockean principle, meanwhile,
continued to serve as a central justification for this process.34 In the nineteenth
and twentieth centuries, it not only propelled British colonial expansion and land
acquisition in other parts of the world but also inspired other modern empires in
their own expansion projects.35

Informed by the experience of Anglo-American settler colonialism and this
new concept of land ownership, Japanese expansionists considered it the natural
right of the Japanese, members of a civilized and industrious race, to participate
in the imperial scramble for vacuum domicilium in the nineteenth and twentieth
centuries. As Japan’s colonial empire continued to grow, different generations of
Malthusian expansionists saw a succession of locales – Hokkaido, Karafuto, the
Bonin Islands, Okinawa, the Korean Peninsula, Taiwan, and eventually
Manchuria – as empty and unworked, eagerly waiting for Japanese settlers to
claim. The inconvenient fact that many of these places were already densely
populated had no bearing on their narratives. Furthermore, in different historical
contexts but according to the same Lockean principle, Japanese expansionists
also saw potential targets of Malthusian expansion in the de facto territories of
Western colonial powers and independent nations, such as the United States,
Brazil, Peru, Hawaiʻi, Australia, New Zealand, and the Philippines. In their
imaginations, although already under the control of nation-states or colonial
empires, these territories remained partially empty and unworked due to the
low density of white population. As an equally civilized people from an over-
populated archipelago, the Japanese had the right to claim a share of ownership
by competing against or cooperating with white settlers in these lands.36

34 As early as 1803, Thomas Jefferson argued that the Native Americans should concede some of
their “waste” lands to white settlers who were willing to “labor on them.” This idea was later
carried out by President Andrew Jackson, who authorized the forced relocation of several
Native American tribes in the South to the western side of the Mississippi River. Through the
Homestead Act of 1862 and a series of related legislations following it, the US federal
government distributed millions of acres of Indian territory to non-Indian farming settlers.
See Arneil, John Locke and America, 192–193; Clyde A. Milner II, Carol A. O’Connor, Martha
A. Sandweiss, eds., The Oxford History of the American West (New York: Oxford University
Press, 1994), 162, 190.

35 During the nineteenth century, British settlers embraced the Lockean principle while depriving
the Māori of their ancestral lands in New Zealand and Australia. Stuart Banner, Possessing the
Pacific: Land, Settlers and Indigenous People from Australia to Alaska (Cambridge, MA:
Harvard University Press, 2007), 62; Armitage, “John Locke: Theorist of Empire?,” 101. It
was also picked up by imperial and later Nazi Germany in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries
to justify eastward expansion in Europe. Robert L. Nelson, “Colonialism in Europe? A Case
against Salt Water,” inGermans, Poland, and Colonial Expansion to the East: 1850 through the
Present, ed. Robert Nelson (New York: Palgrave Macmillan, 2009), 5.

36 The founder of modern Japanese demography, Sugi Kōji, argued in 1887 that overpopulation
within the archipelago made it justifiable for the Japanese to emulate the Europeans by
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While Japanese Malthusian expansionists drew their world maps of expan-
sion according to the Lockean principle, modern capitalism enabled them to
view the emigration of surplus people as a process of economic growth and
material accumulation. For them, the purpose of emigration was to enlarge the
empire’s population and increase its wealth. Since the very beginning of the
empire, population increase was celebrated alongside economic development.
The inseparability between demographic and economic growth in Meiji colo-
nial thoughts was self-evident in the literal meaning of some Japanese terms
used to describe colonialism and expansion. The word shokumin 殖民, a
translation of “colonial migration,”was an early Meiji invention that combined
the character shoku 殖 (meaning “to increase”) and the character min 民

(meaning “people”).37 This translation was a clear indicator of how colonial
migration was understood in the early Meiji period – it was, at least partially, an
action designed for population enlargement. The fact that the programs of
shokusan 殖産 (to develop the economy) and shokumin 殖民 often appeared
in tandem revealed the ideological connections between the increase of eco-
nomic output and that of manpower throughout the history of the Japanese
empire.38 Another word, takushoku拓殖, was also invented around the begin-
ning of the Meiji period to combine takuchi 拓地 (to explore land) with
shokumin 殖民.39 It indicated that the acquisition of material wealth and the
increase of population were consistently regarded as two sides of the same coin.

Such a connection was only natural because for Japan, as it was for other
modern empires, the act of projecting power beyond its original territory went
hand in hand with its embrace of modern capitalism. Ever since the beginning

migrating overseas to utilize unexplored foreign lands. Sugi specifically referred to the United
States as an ideal destination because it had abundant unused land. Sugi Kōji, Sugi Sensei Kōen
Shū (Tokyo: Chūaisha, 1902), 150–151. In 1924, in response to the US ban on Japanese
immigration, Tazaki Masayoshi called for a globally scaled land redistribution plan.
According to Tazaki, by redistributing lands based on the actual needs of each nation according
to population sizes, white men’s global monopoly on land resources would come to an end.
Tazaki Masayoshi, “Yukizumareru wa ga Kuni no Jinkō Mondai,” Tōyō, February 1924, 46,
cited from Hasegawa Yūichi, “1920 Nendai Nihon no Imin Ron (3),” Gaikō Jihō (Revue
Diplomatique), no. 1279 (June 1991): 102.

37 According to Nitobe Inazō, the expression of shokumin as the translation of colonial migration
first appeared around 1871 or 1872. See Nitobe Inazō, Nitobe Hakushi Shokumin Seisaku Kōgi
Oyobi Ronbunshū, ed. Yanaihara Tadao (Tokyo: Iwanami Shoten, 1943), 40–41. The earliest
two books in Japan that used the word shokuminwere both published in 1872: Shibue Tamotsu,
Beikokushi, vol. 1 (Tokyo: Manganro, 1872) and Yoshida Kensuke and Sudō Tokiichirō, Kinsei
Shidan, vol. 1 (Tokyo: Kyōritsusha, 1872).

38 For example, a book calling for colonial exploration of the Kuril Islands (Chishima) includes
chapters on both shokusan and shokumin. Noboru Momotari, Waga Chishima (Tokyo: Gojōrō,
1892). Similarly, annual reports of Tōyō Takushoku Kabushiki Gaisha (Oriental Development
Company), one of the two flagship colonial companies in the history of the Japanese empire,
listed the sections of shokumin and shokusan next to each other. Tōyō Takushoku Kabushiki
Gaisha, Eigyō Hōkokusho, no. 15 (1923).

39 Nitobe, Nitobe Hakushi Shokumin Seisaku Kōgi Oyobi Ronbunshū, 40–41.
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of the modern era, the territorial expansion of nation-states had been inter-
twined with their search for materials and markets. As Japan’s migration-
driven expansion evolved in response to the changes of domestic and global
environments, places such as Hokkaido, California, Mexico, Hawaiʻi, the
South Pacific Islands, Texas, Brazil, the Korean Peninsula, and Manchuria,
one after another, came to be described as the empire’s “sources of wealth”
(fugen). These destinations were invariably portrayed as spacious, empty lands
with abundant natural resources, ideal for not only accommodating the surplus
Japanese people but also supplying materials to feed the hungry archipelago.40

In the 1930s, as the empire’s total war put unprecedented demands on
resources, the trope of fugen took on a life-or-death significance and evolved
into that of “lifeline” (seimeisen) during Japan’s mass migration to
Manchuria.41 As Japan’s overseas migration restarted at the beginning of the
1950s, South American countries that received most of the Japanese postwar
emigrants were no longer portrayed as empty; nevertheless, they continued to
be described as primitive but abundant in natural wealth, waiting for the
civilized Japanese to explore and utilize.42

The Social: Class, Conflicts, and Overpopulation

The discourse of Malthusian expansionism in Japan was deeply rooted in the
political contexts of the society and was constantly influenced and galvanized
by a succession of social movements in the archipelago. For Malthusian
expansionists, the core purpose of emigration was a two-pronged one: to export
surplus people abroad in order to alleviate domestic tensions and, at the same

40 As examples, the following are only a few books and articles authored by Japanese expansio-
nists in different times of the empire that described different areas of the world similarly as the
empire’s sources of wealth. Perhaps the most representative works were part of the book series
titled Kaigai Fugen Sōsho, which included specific volumes discussing the natural resources of
the South Pacific and Hawaiʻi, Manchuria and Siberia, Southern China, and North America.
Hirayama Katsukuma, ed., Kaigai Fugen Sōsho (Tokyo: Ryūbunkan, 1905). Some other
examples include Shimizu Ichitarō, Nihon Shin Fugen: Ichibei Hokkaido Jimu (Tokyo:
Kinkōdō, 1890) on Hokkaido; Yamashita Keitarō, Kanata Fugen (Tokyo: Maruzen Shōsha,
1893) on Canada; Yoshimura Daijirō,Hokubei Tekisasushū no Beisaku: Nihonjin no Shin Fugen
(Osaka: Kaigai KigyōDōshikai, 1903) on Texas; Nanba Katsuji, Nanbei Fugen Taikan (Dairen:
Ōsakaya-gō Shoten, 1923) on South America.

41 In the words of Matsuoka Yōsuke, who headed Japan’s South Manchuria Railway between
1935 and 1939, “Manchuria and Mongolia were the lifeline of the nation [Japan].” Mori
Kiyondo, Matsuoka Yōsuke o Kataru (Tokyo: Tōhō Bunka Gakkai, 1936), 227.

42 A representative book was Izumi Sei’ichi and Saitō Hiroshi, Amazon: So no Fūdo to Nihonjin
(Tokyo: Kokin Shoin, 1954). The book encouraged Japanese migration to the Amazon River
basin in Brazil by describing the region as an empty and unexplored land full of natural wealth.
For example, see 244–259. Another book promoting Japanese farmer migration to South
America in 1959 described certain areas in other countries in South America in a similar
tone. Zenkoku Takushoku Nōgyō Kyōdō Kumiai Rengōkai, Kaigai Nōgyō Ijū (Tokyo:
Zenkoku Takushoku Nōgyō Kyōdō Kumiai Rengōkai, 1959), 39–68.
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time, to pursue wealth and power for the empire by turning these displaced
people into useful subjects abroad. The coexistence of these two identities of
the emigrants – troublemakers in the overcrowded archipelago and trailblazers
of the empire overseas – closely tied Malthusian expansionism to different
social movements in modern Japan.43 Some of these social movements were
initiated by the state, others were spearheaded by nongovernmental groups, but
they all responded to specific social tensions and economic pressures of their
times. As the following chapters explain in detail, the early Meiji movement to
resettle shizoku was motivated by the perceived political threat posed by the
newly declassed samurai. The socialist movement at the turn of the twentieth
century was triggered by the rise of the working class and their call for political
and economic rights. The agrarian movement that peaked in the 1930s was
ushered in by prolonged economic depression and intensified land disputes in
the countryside. The post–World War II land reform and land exploration
programs were, in a way, responding to the urgent need for accommodating
the millions of Japanese who lost their livelihood due to the war and the
subsequent decolonization. Be they unwilling or unable to challenge the power-
ful status quo, leaders of different social movements often pointed to over-
population as a root cause of the social crises of their times. Similarly, because
it circumvented political confrontation, emigration constantly served as one of
the most pragmatic prescriptions for Japan’s social ills.

As Japan’s nation-making and empire-building processes proceeded hand in
hand, its Malthusian expansionists also incorporated the calls for domestic
changes into their blueprints for the empire’s expansion. Coming from different
social backgrounds and active during different periods, they held divergent and
at times contradictory views on what the Japanese nation-empire was and
should be. Yet they uniformly imagined that large-scale emigration would not
only free Japan from population pressure but also transform idle individuals
into vanguards of the empire. For this reason, the questions of who exactly
these surplus people were and how they should be called into service for the
empire were as political as the definition of overpopulation itself.

In response to different social and political tensions, Malthusian expansio-
nists had designated men and women of specific social strata as the ideal
candidates for migration. The definition of strata also grew more diverse,
moving from an inheritance-based caste to social and economic classes. This
evolution itself testifies to the gradual horizontalization of the Japanese society,
with the vertical feudal hierarchy yielding to the supposedly egalitarian social
structure of the modern era. Those who were identified as “surplus” people

43 Certainly not all troublemakers in the society were equally suitable for migration. As explained
in the following two pages, the social groups that would make ideal emigrants were carefully
chosen byMalthusian expansionists according to their specific political agendas and in response
to the social tensions of their times.
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shifted from the declassed samurai who posed immediate political dangers to
the newly established Meiji regime to the commoner youth in late Meiji who
had scant opportunities to realize their ambitions, from poor farmers suffering
from continuous rural depression in the early twentieth century to almost
everyone who failed to find a place in the war-torn archipelago after 1945.

For each of the successively targeted social groups, the Malthusian expan-
sionists had designed specific missions for their migration according to their
historical contexts. The declassed samurai in early Meiji were instructed to
dedicate their talent and energy to defend the empire’s northern territory and to
civilize the barbarian land by tapping its natural wealth.44 Ambitious youth
from common families at the turn of the twentieth century were to establish
themselves in the United States by acquiring education, managing businesses,
or running farms; they were expected to secure a strong foothold for the
Japanese race in the white men’s world by the merit of their personal success.45

Between the 1920s and 1945, the rural poor were urged to become owner-
farmers in Brazil and Asia and put down permanent roots for the Japanese
empire.46 Finally, the postwar homeless and jobless were called upon to tame
the wild lands in South America and represent the new Japan as a surrogate of
the West during the Cold War, bringing the blessings of democracy and
modernization to the underdeveloped countries.47 Emigration, in sum, was
expected to transform Japan’s surplus people into productive subjects of the
empire and nation.

The Institutional: The Control of Reproduction and the
Making of the “Migration State”

Beyond the existence of an intellectual foundation and deep-reaching socio-
political roots, Malthusian expansionism was also codified into laws and
implemented by a number of governmental or quasi-governmental institutions.
The history of Japanese Malthusian expansionism was thus also a history of
state expansion in both biopolitics of controlling population reproduction and
geopolitics of managing expansionist migration. This process of state expan-
sion culminated in the formation of what I call the “migration state” in the late
1920s. By the end of World War II, the migration state had sponsored and

44 “Yūshisha no Jimu,” Hokkaido Kaitaku Zasshi (HKZ), no. 27 (February 5, 1881): 50–51.
45 Katayama Sen, Tobei Annai (Tokyo: Rōdō Shinbunsha, 1902), 2–6, reprinted in Shoki zai

Hokubei Nihonjin no Kiroku, Hokubeihen, vol. 44, ed. Okuizumi Eizaburō (Tokyo: Bunsei
Shoin, 2006).

46 Katō Kanji, “Nōson Mondai no Kanken,” in Chihō Kairyō Kōenshū, vol. 8, ed. Tokyo Chihō
Kairyō Kyōkai (Tokyo: Tokyo Chihō Kairyō Kyōkai, 1927), 229–232; Nagata, Nōson Jinkō
Mondai to Ishokumin, 81–153.

47 Sugino Tadao,Kaigai Takushoku Hishi: Aru Kaitaku Undōsha no Shuki (Tokyo: Bunkyō Shoin,
1959), 4.
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managed the migration of hundreds of thousands Japanese subjects to South
America, Manchuria, and Southeast Asia. Except for a temporary interruption
immediately after World War II, this migration state continued to function into
the 1960s. The expression of Malthusian expansionism in the form of state
policies and regulations was part and parcel of the modern Japanese state’s
social management, a process that involved constant negotiations with intel-
lectuals and social groups.48

Like its Western counterparts, the modern Japanese state took shape hand in
hand with its discovery of population as a political force that had to be not only
monitored and controlled but also cultivated and guided.49 Considering popu-
lation to be an essential indicator of national strength, the Meiji state swiftly
inserted itself into the sphere of reproduction. In 1868, the same year of its own
formation, the government banned midwife-assisted abortion and infanticide.
In 1874, the Ministry of Education (Monbushō) began to regulate the mid-
wifery profession by requiring prospective midwives to receive professional
training and gain state-issued licenses. In 1899, the government further pro-
mulgated a set of laws that recognized midwifery as a modern profession and
put it under state monitoring. Modeled after its counterparts in modern Europe,
the new and professionalized midwifery was quickly enshrined as a crucial
occupation that safeguarded the life of infants, thereby laying the foundation
for “enriching the nation and strengthening the army” (fukoku kyōhei).50 In
1880, the government criminalized the act of abortion itself, and in 1907 it
further clarified the definition of the crime and increased its punishment.51

However, despite increasingly strict regulations on paper, their spotty enforce-
ment was evidence that the government’s stance toward reproductive crimes
was not always consistent.52

In addition to ensuring population growth, Japan’s policymakers also con-
sciously drew a causal relationship between the existence of overpopulation

48 Through the notion of “social management,” Sheldon Garon has demonstrated the collabora-
tions and negotiations between government bureaucrats and leaders of social interest groups in
general. Sheldon Garon, Molding the Japanese Minds: The State in Everyday Life (Princeton:
Princeton University, 1998).

49 Joshua Cole has shown how the emergence of the modern nation-state in France ushered in the
rise of the modern idea of population to meet the political needs of the state to understand “the
social.” Cole, The Power of Large Numbers: Population, Politics, and Gender in Nineteenth
Century France (Ithaca, NY: Cornell University Press, 2000), 10–11.

50 Fujime, Sei no Rekishigaku, 121. 51 Ibid., 120, 123.
52 Susan Burns suggests that there were contradictions in the Japanese government’s attitudes

toward reproductive crimes. On the one hand, it is true, as Fujime argued, the Japanese
government criminalized abortion and infanticide for the purposes of Japan’s nation making
and empire building. But on the other hand, the actual sentences for reproductive crimes became
lighter and lighter in the first two decades of the twentieth century. Susan L. Burns, “Gender in
the Arena of the Courts: The Prosecution of Abortion and Infanticide in Early Meiji Japan,” in
Gender and Law in the Japanese Imperium, ed. Susan L. Burns and Barbara J. Brooks
(Honolulu: University of Hawaiʻi Press, 2014), 103.
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and social issues (shakai mondai) such as poverty, economic inequality, and
crimes. For the government, overseas emigration gradually became a primary
solution to a host of domestic problems. Even before the first nationwide
population survey was conducted, Meiji leaders had already concluded that
the unequal distribution of population within Japan proper and Hokkaido was a
cause of regional poverty and used this claim to rationalize their policies of
sending the declassed samurai to the empire’s northern frontier.53

Yet before the 1920s, the institutional links between emigration and domes-
tic affairs remained inconsistent. The matter of overseas migration was classi-
fied under the umbrella of diplomacy and largely managed by the Ministry of
Foreign Affairs. Even as the ministry strove to explore new destinations over-
seas for Japanese emigration, it also imposed increasingly stringent restrictions
on emigration in order to maintain Japan’s international image as a civilized
empire. In 1894 it issued the Emigration Protection Ordinance, which went into
effect two years later. Revised a few times through 1909, the ordinance gave the
government the right to restrict and even suspend overseas travel for Japanese
subjects.54 The Japanese government’s restriction on emigration reached its
peak with the Gentlemen’s Agreement of 1907, according to which it banned
all Japanese subjects from migrating to the continental United States as
laborers.

From the 1920s through the end of World War II, the imperial government
redoubled its efforts to control reproduction and facilitate emigration. In 1920,
the government started to conduct national censuses regularly.55 Also begin-
ning in the early 1920s, the majority of the births in the archipelago were
assisted by professionally trained and state-certified midwives who had no
tolerance for infanticide or abortion. The reproductive laws were also enforced
more vigorously.56 Although advocates for birth control and eugenics gained
increasing popularity after World War I, the imperial government never lega-
lized contraception. The state also managed to further expand its control over
reproduction by collaborating with some prominent eugenicists under the
common goal of strengthening the empire’s racial stock. In 1941, during the
total war, the government promulgated the National Eugenic Protection Law,

53 To be sure, the government’s involvement in emigration did not begin with the colonization of
Hokkaido. In the first year of Meiji, for the purpose of poverty relief, the government managed
to dispatch a group of Japanese subjects to the Kingdom of Hawaiʻi as contract laborers to work
on its sugar plantations. But the shizoku migration to Hokkaido was the first time in which the
discourse of overpopulation was used to justify migration-driven expansion.

54 Alan TakeoMoriyama, Imingaisha: Japanese Emigration Companies and Hawaiʻi, 1894–1908
(Honolulu: University of Hawaiʻi Press, 1985), 39, 46.

55 Hayami, “Jinkō Tōkei no Kindaika Katei,” 11.
56 Fabian Drixler, Mabiki: Infanticide and Population Growth in Eastern Japan, 1660–1950

(Berkeley: University of California Press, 2013), 222–223.
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aiming to both permanently maintain a high birth rate and improve the physical
quality of the Japanese population.57

In the early twentieth century, the Ministry of Home Affairs emerged as a
key government branch in migration management. Two years after the Rice
Riots of 1918, the ministry established the Bureau of Social Affairs in charge of
unemployment issues and emigration promotion.58 The formation of the bureau
marked the beginning of the state’s institutional integration of overseas emigra-
tionwith domestic social issues. From then on, the imperial government – at both
central and local levels – became involved in the processes of migration promo-
tion and management on an unprecedented scale, eventually giving birth to what
I define as the Japanese “migration state.”TheMinistry ofHomeAffairs began to
subsidize emigrants to Brazil in 1923, and later also provided financial aids to
emigrants heading to other destinations. In 1927, the Tanaka Gi’ichi Cabinet
established the Commission for the Investigation of the Issues of Population and
Food (Jinkō Shokuryō Mondai Chōsakai) and staffed it with prominent demo-
graphers, economists, and emigration advocates. As a cabinet think tank that
continued to function into the 1930s, the commission was put in charge of
designing government policies on both reproduction and emigration. Members
of the commission saw overpopulation as a root cause of Japan’s social ills, but
they were also convinced of the absolute necessity of maintaining Japan’s
population growth.59 For them, overseas migration was an ideal solution to
many problems faced by the Japanese empire.

The promulgation of the Overseas Migration Cooperative Societies Law
(Kaigai Ijū Kumiai Hō) in 1928 authorized each prefecture to launch its own
overseas emigration projects and build communities abroad.60 As a result, a
few prefectural governments played important roles in the mobilization of
Japanese migration to Brazil and later Manchuria between the late 1920s and
1945.61 Beginning in the early 1930s, the Ministry of Agriculture and Forestry
(Nōrinshō) also participated in emigration promotion and management.62

Embracing the logic of Malthusian expansionism, its policymakers claimed

57 Fujime, Sei no Rekishigaku, 351.
58 Sakaguchi Mitsuhiko, “Dare ga Imin wo Okuridashita no ka: Kan Taihenyō ni okeru Nihonjin

no Kokusai Idō Gaikan,” Ritsumeikan Gengo Bunka Kenkyū 21, no. 4 (March 2010): 55.
59 Hiroshima Kiyoshi, “Gendai Nihon Jinkō Seisaku Shi Shōron: Jinkō Shishitsu Gainen o

Megutte, 1916–1930,” Jinkō Mondai Kenkyū, no. 154 (April 1980): 51–54.
60 Nobuya Tsuchida, “The Japanese in Brazil, 1908–1941” (PhD diss., University of California,

Los Angeles, 1978), 250.
61 For example, Nagano, Kumamoto, Toyoma, and Tottori prefectures managed to establish

prefecture-centered settler communities in Brazil by taking advantage of the Overseas
Migration Cooperative Societies Law. Tsuchida, “Japanese in Brazil,” 267. Nagano and
Kumamto also later became two major suppliers of Japanese emigrants to Manchuria in the
1930s and 1940s. Young, Japan’s Total Empire, 329–330.

62 ItōAtsushi, Nihon Nōmin Seisaku Shiron: Kaitaku Imin Kyōiku Kunren (Kyoto: Kyoto Daigaku
Gakujutsu Shuppankai, 2013), 127.
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that the vast land in Manchuria was the ultimate rescue for landless farmers in
the overcrowded archipelago.63

The empire’s collapse and the subsequent US occupation brought emigra-
tion-related apparatuses of the imperial government to a halt. However, sig-
nificant institutional continuities between the imperial and postwar
governments allowed Malthusian expansionism to reemerge in postwar
Japan. The new government embraced the discourse of overpopulation to
explain its inability to solve a number of urgent social problems right after
the war. After the US occupation ended, the migration state quickly came back
to life; with the institutional structures and networks built back in the 1920s and
1930s, it now redirected Japanese migrants to South America. The Ministry of
Foreign Affairs and Ministry of Agriculture and Forestry, engines of the
migration state before 1945, continued to drive the migration machine in the
postwar era until the decline of Japanese emigration and Malthusian expan-
sionism itself in the 1960s.64

The International: Anglo-American Expansion, White Racism,
and Modern Settler Colonialism

In addition to the intellectual, social, and institutional contexts, the advent and
evolution of Malthusian expansionism in Japan was also a byproduct of Anglo-
American expansion around the world. At first glance, the parallels between
imperial Japan’s call for additional land to accommodate its surplus population,
the Third Reich’s thirst for Lebensraum, and the demand for Spazio vitale by
Mussolini’s Italy appear self-evident. As this book demonstrates, however, it was
the British settler colonialism in North America and the US westward expansion
that truly inspired and informed the Japanese Malthusian expansionists. Japan’s
uneasy interactions with the Anglo-American global hegemony had a significant
impact on the trajectory of Japanese Malthusian expansionism.

From the beginning of the Meiji era, Japan’s leaders were impressed by the
history of Anglo-American expansion and followed it as a textbook example
for Japan’s own project of empire building. To rationalize this imitation, they
spared no effort to claim similarities between the Japanese and the Anglo-
Saxons. The influential Meiji economist and journalist Taguchi Ukichi, for
example, argued that Japan’s population growth proved that the Japanese were
as superior as the Anglo-Saxons.65 The colonization of Hokkaido, the first

63 Namimatsu Nobuhisa, “Nōson Keizaikosei to Ishiguro Tadatsu Hōtoku Shisō to no Kanren o
Megutte,” Kyōto Sangyō Daigaku Ronshū, Shakai Kagaku Keiretsu, no. 22 (March 2005):
119–120.

64 Nōgyō Takushoku Kyōkai, Sengo Kaigai Nōgyō Ijū no Shokan to Kikō, vol. 1 (Tokyo: Nōgyō
Takushoku Kyōkai, 1966), 10–11, 13–14.

65 Taguchi Ukichi, Nihon Keizai Ron (Tokyo: Keizai Zasshisha, 1878), 73–76.
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target of the Meiji empire, was carefully modeled after Anglo-American settler
colonialism in general and the US westward expansion in particular.66 As the
Japanese expansionists’ gaze shifted overseas, the American West became one
of the first ideal destinations for Japanese emigration: by going to the western
frontier of American expansion, not only would the Japanese be able to learn
firsthand from Anglo-American settlers, they would also participate in the
colonial competition against them.67

To be sure, though bearing close connections and parallels, the histories of
the British and the US empires followed divergent paths. Even in the region of
North America, British settler colonialism and the US westward expansion
stood apart from each other in both temporal and political contexts. What the
Japanese empire builders described as the expansion of the “Anglo-Saxons”
was usually based on their oversimplification and misunderstanding of these
two highly complicated experiences.68 Nevertheless, these misinterpretations
did not prevent them from borrowing the core ideas of Malthusian expansion-
ism from their British and American counterparts.69

The decades of the 1910s and 1920s marked a watershed in the history of
Japanese Malthusian expansionism. Up until this point, the legitimacy of
Japanese emigration rested upon the self-claimed similarities of the Japanese
to the Anglo-Saxons, but now Japanese thinkers began to challenge Western
settler colonialism and Anglo-American hegemony in order to promote
Japan’s own version of settler colonialism. This change was a response to
the waves of anti-Japanese sentiment in the Anglo world that culminated in

66 To this end, theMeiji government employed over forty American experts to advise and facilitate
the empire’s colonization of Hokkaido in the 1870s. Fumiko Fujita, American Pioneers and the
Japanese Frontier: American Experts in Nineteenth-Century Japan (Westport, CT: Greenwood,
1994), 10. Meiji expansionists not only compared shizoku migrants in Hokkaido with
Mayflower settlers in North America but also envisioned turning Hokkaido into Japan’s
California. “Kaitaku no Shisatsu,” HKZ, no. 2 (February 14, 1880): 1–4; Tsuda Sen, “Nihon
Teikoku no uchi ni Amerika Gasshūkoku wo Genshutsu Suru wa Atarasa ni Tōki ni Arazaru
Beshi,” HKZ, no. 3 (February 28, 1880): 51.

67 Fukuzawa Yukichi, “Beikoku wa Shishi no Seisho Nari” and “Fuki Kōmyo wa Oya Yuzuri no
Kuni ni Kagirazu,” in Fukuzawa Yukichi Zenshū, vol. 9 (Tokyo: Iwanami Shoten, 1960), 442–
444, 546.

68 In the interest of historical authenticity, this book uses the term “Anglo-Saxons” in the same way
the historical actors (the Japanese expansionists) had employed it, sometimes referring to either
the British colonial settlers or the white Americans but often referring to both.

69 By illustrating the impact of American westward expansion on Japan’s own process of empire
building, this study echoes US historian David M.Wrobel and others who have pointed out that,
contrary to conventional wisdom, the experience of its westward expansion did not mark the
United States as “exceptional.” Instead, it was part and parcel of the age of New Imperialism in
the modern world. Through the example of Japan, my study reveals the specific ways in which
the history of the American West had inspired other modern empires to conduct their own
projects of settler colonialism. See David M. Wrobel, Global West, American Frontier: Travel,
Empire and Exceptionalism from Manifest Destiney to the Great Depression (Albuquerque:
University of New Mexico Press, 2013), 21–28.
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two international events: the Allies’ rejection of Japan’s proposal to write the
clause of racial equality into the Treaty of Versailles in 1919 and the passage
of the Immigration Act of 1924 in the United States.70 Japanese Malthusian
expansionists believed that as their empire was suffering from the crisis of
overpopulation, Japan naturally deserved the right to export its surplus people
overseas. However, this impeccably reasoned request, in their imaginations,
was frequently denied, for the racist white men had reserved their vast and
largely empty colonial territories around the Pacific Rim for their own
people.71

As tensions between Japan and the United States continued to mount in the
Asia-Pacific region, an increasing number of Japanese expansionists began to
underscore and glorify the uniqueness of Japanese settler colonialism. Though
Japan’s Malthusian expansion continued to draw inspirations from the Anglo-
American model in reality, it was increasingly portrayed as being guided by the
unique principle of “coexisting and coprospering”with the native peoples. This
principle, they argued, demonstrated the benevolent nature of Japanese expan-
sion, which set them apart from the hypocritical white imperialists.

From the late 1930s to 1945, when Japan embarked upon a total war with the
United States and the United Kingdom in the Asia-Pacific region, the idea of
coexistence and coprosperity was enshrined as the ideology of its newworld order
known as the Greater East Asia Co-Prosperity Sphere. In their assuredly righteous
struggle against white racism and the Anglo world, Japanese Malthusian expan-
sionists considered a strong and growing population to be their best weapon: not

70 Japan’s influential political journal Gaikō Jihō periodically published articles in the 1920s and
1930s to commemorate the US Immigration Act of 1924 as Japan’s national humiliation. See, for
example, Inahara Katsuji, “Hainichi Dai Yon Shūnen o Mukau,” Gaikō Jihō 46, no. 542 (1927):
1–18; “Hainichi Dai Nana Shūnen o Mukau,” Gaikō Jihō 55, no. 614 (1930): 11–44; “Hainichi
Imin Hō Dai Hachi Shūnen o Mukau,” Gaikō Jihō 59, no. 638 (1931): 24–45; Ōyama Ujirō,
“Hainichi Imin Hō Dai Kyū Shūnen,” Gaikō Jihō 63 (1932): 1–13; “Hainichi Imin Hō Dai Jūni
Shūnen,”Gaikō Jihō 75 (1935): 44–56; “Hainichi Imin HōDai Jūsan Shūnen o Tomurau,”Gaikō
Jihō 79 (1936): 79–90; “Hainichi Imin Hō Dai Jūgo Shūnen o Tomurau,” Gaikō Jihō 87 (1938):
75–83; “Hainichi Imin Hō Dai Jūroku Shūnen o Tomurau,” Gaikō Jihō 91 (1939): 80–89.

Except for a small number of studies, the impact of Japan’s failure regarding the clause of
racial equality in 1919 and the enactment of the Immigration Act of 1924 on the history of the
Japanese empire has not been sufficiently recognized or examined in the extant literature. For a
few salient works on these topics, see Naoko Shimazu, Japan, Race and Equality: The Racial
Equality of 1919 (London: Routeldge, 1998); Nancy Stalker, “Suicide, Boycotts and Embracing
Tagore: The Japanese Popular Response to the 1924 US Immigration Exclusion Law, ”Japanese
Studies 26, no. 2 (2006): 153–170; Izumi Hirobe, Japanese Pride and American Prejudice:
Modifying the Exclusion Clause of the 1924 Immigration Act (Stanford: Stanford University
Press, 2002); Miwa Kimitada, ed., Nichi-Bei kiki no Kigen to Hainichi Iminhō (Tokyo:
Ronsōsha, 1997); Minohara Toshihiro, Hainichi Iminhō to Nichibei Kankei: Hanihara
Shokan no Shinsō to Sono Jūdainaru Kekka (Tokyo: Iwanami Shoten, 2002); Minohara
Toshihiro, Amerika no Hainichi Undō to Nichi-Bei Kankei: “Hainichi Imin Hō” wa Naze
Seiritsushita Ka (Tokyo: Asahi Shinbun Shoppan, 2016).

71 Nasu Shiroshi, Jinkō Shokuryō Mondai (Tokyo: Nihon Hyōronsha, 1927), 86–87, 108–111,
162–163; Hasegawa, “1920 Nendai Nihon no Imin Ron (3),” 100–102.
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only did it point to an increase of the overall strength of the empire, it also offered
evidence of Japanese superiority over white men. In the minds of Japanese
expansionists, racism was the indelible mark of Anglo-American hypocrisy that
would lead white men to their downfall. A wartime survey published by the
Japanese Ministry of Welfare gleefully noted that the population of Australia
had already begun to decline due to a long history of excluding of Asian immi-
grants from the country.72 In contrast, the overall population in the Co-Prosperity
Sphere continued to grow at an impressive speed. More importantly, the Japanese,
as the leading race (shidōminzoku), werewilling to cooperatewith the lesser races.
Therefore, they were fully capable of using this formidable resource to empower

Figure I.1 This map, made in 1937 based on data from the Japan’s Ministry of
Foreign Affairs, illustrates the sizes of Japanese overseas communities around
the Pacific Rim. It also presents a causal link between the exclusion of the
Japanese migration in Australia and North and South America and the Japanese
migration-driven expansion in East Asia. Kōseishō, JinkōMinzokubu, Yamato
Minzoku o Chūkaku to Suru Sekai Seisaku no Kentō, no. 6, inMinzoku Jinkō
Seisaku Kenkyū Shiryō: Senjika ni Okeru KōseishōKenkyūbu JinkōMinzokubu
Shiryō, vol. 8 (repr., Tokyo: Bunsei Shoin, 1982), 2811.

72 Kōseishō, JinkōMinzokubu, Yamato Minzoku o Chūkaku to Suru Sekai Seisaku no Kentō, no. 3,
in Minzoku Jinkō Seisaku Kenkyū Shiryō: Senjika ni Okeru Kōseishō Kenkyūbu Jinkō
Minzokubu Shiryō, vol. 5 (repr., Tokyo: Bunsei shoin, 1982), 1294–1295.
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their empire; by doing so, they would succeed in their mission to build a new and
liberated Asia.73

These imperial designs, however, would have to remain unrealized. Japan’s
defeat in World War II and the subsequent US occupation led to yet another
turning point in the evolution of Japan’s Malthusian expansionism. Postwar
Japan’s policymakers and migration promoters quickly embraced the
American hegemony in the Western world by characterizing Japanese emigra-
tion as not only a solution to social crises in the war-torn archipelago but also a
mission of exporting modernization. Emigration now became a way for the
new Japan to solidify its position in the Western Bloc by enlightening Third
World countries during the Cold War.

A Global History of Malthusian Expansionism

Examining the history of modern Japan from the perspective of Malthusian
expansionism allows us to rethink the relationship between life and land,
between migration and expansion in the global history of settler colonialism.
As students of modern imperialism, Japanese leaders were quick to adapt to
social Darwinism, and they saw the Western empires’ territorial and demo-
graphic expansion as the guidebook for Japan’s own project of empire making.
Though this might strike today’s readers as utterly counterintuitive, educated
Japanese in different periods of the empire had imagined the snowy Hokkaido
as Japan’s very own California and hailed the northern Korean Peninsula as
“Brazil in the frigid zone” (Kantai Burajiru).74

Similarly, Malthusian expansionism was not a Japanese invention. As a
global discourse that served to justify modern settler colonialism, it had a
long history that predated the rise of the Japanese empire. Its intellectual
roots can be traced back to the formative years of modern nation-states in
Europe, when Enlightenment thinkers began to discover the news meanings
of population. Philosophers and political theorists such as Voltaire,
Montesquieu, David Hume, Jean-Jacques Rousseau, and Thomas Paine all
saw a large and growing population as evidence of social prosperity. The
ability to sustain a rapid rate of population growth became a standard
criterion by which a modern government’s performance was judged.75 The
celebration of population increases also grew together with the emergence

73 Kōseishō, JinkōMinzokubu, Yamato Minzoku o Chūkaku to Suru Sekai Seisaku no Kentō, no. 1,
in Minzoku Jinkō Seisaku Kenkyū Shiryō: Senjika ni Okeru Kōseishō Kenkyūbu Jinkō
Minzokubu Shiryō, vol. 3 (repr., Tokyo: Bunsei Shoin, 1982), 507–508.

74 Tsuda, “Nihon Teikoku no Uchi ni Amerika Gasshūkoku,” 51; Kawamura Toyomi, “Naisen
Yūwa no Zentei Toshite Hōyoku Naru Hokusen o Kaitaku Seyo,” Shokumin 5, no. 2 (February
1926): 45.

75 Karl Ittmann, Dennis D. Cordell, and Gregory H. Maddox, eds., The Demographics of Empire:
The Colonial Order and the Creation of Knowledge (Athens: Ohio University Press, 2010), 4;
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of demography as a modern discipline in Europe, allowing the nascent
modern states to collect and use demographic data in order to control and
manage their subjects.76

Due to the fear that people’s fertility rate would drop once they settled
overseas, population surveys were conducted in settler colonies earlier and
more often than back in the metropoles.77 The superior population growth rate
in the North American colonies, however, convinced the British expansionists
that settler colonialism was an ideal strategy to boost population size of the
entire empire. In 1755, Benjamin Franklin, then still a loyalist to the British
Crown, published a book in Boston to drum up support for the ongoing Seven
Years’ War. From a demographic perspective, he took pains to convince his
readers that the war was worth fighting in order to secure and expand British
colonies in North America. A swelling population, he argued, was crucial for
the fate of every nation. However, if a land was fully occupied, those who did
not have land would becomemired in poverty because they would have to labor
for others under lowwages. Then due to poverty, landless people would have to
stave off marriage in order to keep their living standards. This, in turn, would
stop population growth.78

Contrasting to the overcrowded Europe, Franklin argued, the vast and empty
North America was occupied by only a negligible number of Indian hunters. It
had an abundance of cheap land that both European settlers and their offspring
could easily obtain. For this reason, the average age of marriage among the
British settlers in North America was younger than that in Britain. Franklin thus
believed that the population in the British colonies in North America had been
growing at full speed, with its size doubling every twenty-five years. Within a
century, he predicted, the number of British settlers in America would exceed
the population in the British Isles.79

With this vision, Franklin rejoiced in the population growth of the British
settlers in North America and what it portended for the British Empire: “What
an accession of Power to the British Empire by the Sea as well as Land! What
increase of trade and navigation! What numbers of ships and seaman! We have
been here but little more than one hundred years, and yet the force of our
Privateers in the late war, united, was greater, both in men and guns, than that of
the whole British Navy in Queen Elizabeth’s time.”80 To emphasize the
importance of North American colonialization, Franklin further explained

Mohan Rao, “An Imagined Reality: Malthusianism, Neo-Malthusianism and PopulationMyth,”
Economic and Political Weekly 29, no. 5 (January 29, 1994): 40, 42.

76 Ittmann, Cordell, and Maddox, Demographics of Empire, 4.
77 Alison Bashford and Joyce E. Chaplin, The New Worlds of Thomas Robert Malthus: Rereading

the Principle of Population (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 2017), 27–28.
78 Benjamin Franklin, Observations concerning the Increase of Mankind and the Peopling of

Countries (Boston: S. Kneeland, 1755), 217.
79 Ibid., 218. 80 Ibid., 223.
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how settler colonialism would foster both demographic and territorial expan-
sion for the British Empire. A nation, he reasoned, was like a polyp: “Take
away a limb, its place is soon supplied; cut it in two, and each deficient part
shall speedily grow out of the part remaining.” Referring to the land of North
America, he continued, “if you have room and subsistence enough, as you may
by dividing make ten polyps out of one, you may of one make ten nations,
equally populous and powerful.”81 In his vision, the British colonies in North
America offered the essential space for the British Empire to continue growing
in both population and strength.

Franklin’s theory about the rapid population increase in British North America
was soon picked up by many publications in the British Isles as joyful common
sense. In particular, Franklin’s assumption that the size of British settlers’
population in America would double every twenty or twenty-five years became
a central inspiration for Thomas Malthus to compose his fundamental thesis on
population.82 In 1789, in An Essay on the Principle of Population, Malthus laid
out his demographic theory that human population, if left unchecked, would
grow in a geometrical ratio while subsistence for mankind could increase only in
an arithmetical ratio.83 To prove this theory, Malthus took the newly independent
United States and Britain as two contrasting empirical cases. He picked up
Franklin’s hypothesis and defined American settler communities as an illustra-
tion for how fast human population could growwhen given an abundance of land
and subsistence. Britain, on the other hand, was a lesson on how overpopulation
would take its toll by pushing millions into poverty.84

The publication of An Essay on the Principle of Population was indeed a
milestone event in the global history of demographic thoughts. By proposing that
food production could never keep up with population growth within a given
amount of land, Malthus forcefully established a causal link between population
growth, poverty, and social disorder and gave a scientific voice to the anxieties
about overpopulation that had already been emerging in Britain and France at the
time.85 The flame of fear was further fanned by the explosion of urban popula-
tion and revolutions throughout Europe during the first half of the nineteenth
century.86 During the following decades, as Malthusianism gained increasing
prominence, it also became a point of contention among different social forces.
Nevertheless, it would be difficult to overestimate Malthusianism’s impact on
social movements and state policies throughout the world to this day.

81 Ibid., 224.
82 Bashford and Chaplin, New Worlds of Thomas Robert Malthus, 51–52, 70–71; Rao, “Imagined

Reality,” 41.
83 Malthus, Essay on the Principle of Population, 6. 84 Ibid., 7.
85 Ittmann, Cordell, and Maddox, Demographics of Empire, 4.
86 Cole, Power of Large Numbers, 1.
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However, the rise of Malthusianism by no means brought an end to the
celebration of population growth in the imperial West. Throughout the nine-
teenth century, expansionists in the British Isles continued to hail population
growth as an indicator of power and progress both in the metropole and in the
colonies. In 1853, theManchester Guardian happily claimed that the enormous
increase of the Anglo-Saxons since the beginning of the century marked Great
Britain’s grand transition from a kingdom into an empire.87

In this context, visionaries of imperialism embraced the idea of the
“Malthusian nightmare” as a central justification for settler colonial expansion.
While educated Britons had advanced the idea that the coexistence of an
overpopulated and industrious nation and the vacant foreign land necessitated
the expansion of the former to the latter as early as the sixteenth century,88 it
was Malthus who, for the first time, vested this idea with scientific reasoning.
None other than Malthus himself had praised the British colonies in North
America as a successful example of how population growth could reach its full
scale given sufficient land.89 The ideas of Malthus became the intellectual
foundation of Robert Wilmot-Horton’s proposals to relocate the British poor to
Upper Canada. Wilmot-Horton managed to implement some of his emigration
plans and chaired the Select Committee on Emigration in the British govern-
ment in the 1820s.90 The Malthusian theory also inspired Wilmot-Horton’s
acquaintance, Robert Gouger, to establish the National Colonization Society in
England in 1830: by promoting colonial migration to Australia, he would free
the United Kingdom of its paupers. Gouger is known as one of the founders of
South Australia and also served as its first colonial secretary.91 In 1895 Cecil
Rhodes promoted British settler colonialism in Africa in the same logic by
declaring, “My dearest wish is to see the social problem solved: that is to say
that in order to save the forty million inhabitants of the United Kingdom from
bloody civil war, we colonial politicians must conquer new lands to take our
excess population and to provide new outlets for the goods produced in our
factories and mines. The empire, as I have always said, is a question of bread
and butter. If you do not want civil war, you must become imperialists.”92

87 Kathrin Levitan, “‘Sprung from Ourselves’: British Interpretations of Mid-Nineteenth-Century
Racial Demographics,” in Empire, Migration and Identity in the British World, ed. Kent
Fedorowich and Andrew S. Thompson (Manchester: Manchester University Press, 2013), 62.

88 For example, ThomasMore had drawn the link between the vacant land and the overflowing and
industrious nation in Utopia, his famous work of fiction published in 1516. Arneil, John Locke
and America, 80. This idea was also mentioned by John Locke and other British thinkers in his
generation in the seventeenth century. See Arneil, John Locke and America, 110.

89 Bashford and Chaplin, New Worlds of Thomas Robert Malthus, 4. 90 Ibid., 211.
91 Ibid., 226.
92 V. I. Lenin, Imperialism, the Highest Stage of Capitalism (Chippendale, Resistance Books,

1999), 84.
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Malthusian expansionism also undergirded the westward expansion of the
United States. In 1803, Thomas Jefferson argued that the rapid increase of the
white American population made it necessary for the Native Americans to
abandon hunting in favor of agriculture in order to free up more land for white
settlers.93 To this end, he began to envision a relocation of the Native American
tribes to the western side of the Mississippi in order to leave the entire eastern
side of the river to white farmers.94 Jefferson’s idea was eventually materi-
alized in the passage of the Indian Removal Act by the American Congress in
1830, which authorized US president Andrew Jackson to relocate Native
Americans residing in the Southeast to the other side of the Mississippi. The
promulgation of the Homestead Act of 1862, on the other hand, hastened US
westward migration and agricultural expansion by granting eligible settlers
public land in the AmericanWest after five years of farming.95 In 1903, looking
back to the history of US expansion in the nineteenth century, Frederick
Jackson Turner celebrated the “free land” in the western frontier as the safety
valve of American democracy and individualism. Whenever the civilized
society in the East was troubled by population pressure and material restraints,
he concluded, settlers could always pursue freedom by taking the empty land in
the West.96

While the “closing of the frontier,” observed by Turner at the turn of the
twentieth century, led to a rising overpopulation anxiety among conservative
American intellectuals, their liberal counterparts continued to celebrate popu-
lation growth as the fountain of the nation’s wealth and power.97 Similarly, the
falling birth rates in the United Kingdom and France and the rise of imperial
Germany in the late nineteenth century further marginalized the cause of birth
control advocacy in British and French societies. The educated Europeans were
also worried that the declining birth rate of the upper classes and the rising birth
rate of the lower classes would lead to an overall degeneration of their racial
stocks. The eugenic movement gained momentum in Europe and North
America at the turn of the twentieth century by encouraging the reproduction

93 Arneil, John Locke and America, 192–193.
94 Alison Bashford, “Malthus and Colonial History,” Journal of Australian Studies 36, no. 1

(March 2012): 104.
95 Allan Bogue, “An Agricultural Empire,” in Milner, O’Connor, and Sandweiss, Oxford History

of the American West, 288–289.
96 Frederick Jackson Turner, “Contribution of the West to American Democracy,” Atlantic

Monthly, January 1903, cited from Frederick Jackson Turner, The Frontier in American
History (New York: Henry Holt, 1920), 259–260. In his earlier and more famous essay, “The
Significance of the Frontier in American History,” Turner also echoed Thomas Jefferson by
contending that population pressure necessitated the American westward expansion. See
Turner, Frontier in American History, 7.

97 Derek S. Hoff, The State and the Stork: The Population Debate and Policy Making in US
History (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 2012), 44–45.
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of the “fit” and forbidding that of the “unfit.”98 Major international wars from
the end of the nineteenth century to the mid-twentieth century, including the
Second Boer War, the Russo-Japanese War, World War I, and World War II,
turned both the quantity and quality of population into an issue of life and death
for policymakers of all major powers.

The Japanese empire entered the global scene of imperial rivalry at a time
when the majority of land territories around the world had already been seized
either formally or informally by other colonial powers. The Japanese expan-
sionists could no longer replicate the sweeping conquest of terra nullius like
their Anglo-Saxon counterparts. Along with warfare, emigration to sovereign
territories (either colonies of other empires or settler nations) became one of the
few options the empire had to pursue wealth and power. The Japanese empire
builders embraced Malthusian expansionism at this particular moment. They
celebrated the demographic explosion in the archipelago as evidence of the
racial superiority of the Japanese and demanded an outlet for the empire’s
surplus population. At the turn of the twentieth century, they believed that
California, a sparsely populated frontier of American westward expansion, not
only was a guide for Japan’s own expansion in Hokkaido but also should be a
frontier of the Japanese subjects themselves.99 The “empty” and “wealthy”
land of Brazil was likewise seen in the 1920s as an ideal destination for millions
of Japanese landless farmers rather than a mere metaphor to encourage
Japanese migration to Northeast Asia.100

The immigration of Asians to European colonies and settler nations soon
triggered the first concerted efforts to regulate global migration. At the turn of
the twentieth century, the United States, Australia, Canada, as well as European
colonies in the Asia-Pacific region began to impose race-based immigration
restrictions that aimed to exclude Asian immigrants. However, as Tokyo had
justified Japanese emigration using the logic of Anglo-American expansion,
the Anglophone scholars and politicians were forced to take the Japanese
empire’s demands seriously. In the 1920s and 1930s, overpopulation in Japan
was widely recognized as scientific truth in the West.101 Warren Thompson, a
leading American sociologist and one of the most widely cited scholars in
demographic studies in the West, argued in 1927 that due to the population
pressure in Japan, “we should recognize that the urge towards expansion is just
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as legitimate in the Japanese as in the Anglo-Saxons.”102 Thompson believed
that in the interest of avoiding military conflicts, the Anglophone countries
should cede some unused lands in the Pacific region to meet the needs of an
expanding Japan.103 Although Thompson’s call for land share failed to con-
vince the politicians inside the Anglosphere, it demonstrated that the logic of
Malthusian expansionism was widely accepted even among the most educated
minds in the West in the early twentieth century.

Germany and Italy also joined the global competition in colonial expansion
in the second half of the nineteenth century, and the German and Italian empire
builders shared their Japanese counterparts’ predicament. They pointed to
Malthusian expansionism as a justification for their efforts to carve out extra
“living spaces” for their empires within a world of increasingly shrinking
possibilities. Like it was for the Japanese empire, the emigration of “surplus”
subjects into sovereign nations was a vital strategy for the German and Italian
empires in their quest for wealth and power. Not surprisingly, the German and
Italian emigration to other sovereign nations had profound ideological and
institutional connections with the territorial expansion of these two colonial
empires.104 The convergence of the “battle for births” and “battle for land” of
Germany and Italy culminated in the rise of fascist imperialism.105 In the
1930s, like the Japanese demand for Manchuria as the empire’s “lifeline,” the
push for Lebensraum and Spazio vitale eventually became the two fascist
regimes’ justification for wars.

Influential Western scholars like Walter Prescott Webb, who became the
president of the American Historical Association in 1958, continued to embrace
Malthusian expansionism after World War II in their grand narratives of modern
world history. Webb saw the US westward expansion as part of the global
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expansion ofWestern civilization since the sixteenth century. The lands and seas
outside of Europe, which he termed in general as the Great Frontier, did not
merely save a static Europe plagued by overpopulation and poverty. Themultiple
forms of wealth in the Great Frontier, Webb argued, also furnished the further
growth of population and the development of capitalism, individualism, and
democracy, which he saw as the essential components ofWestern civilization.106

Nevertheless, in the few decades following World War II, the discourse of
Malthusian expansion itself had gradually fallen out of favor around the globe.
As large-scale international migration and global land share schemes remained
elusive in a world of nation-states, the biopolitics of fertility and mortality
began to dominate intellectual debates on overpopulation and its solution.107

Right after the war, US policy makers were convinced that overpopulation was
a cause of Japanese militarism. The promulgation of the Eugenic Protection
Law of 1948 in Japan, endorsed by the US occupation authorities, turned
postwar Japan into one of the first countries in the world to legalize abortion.108

What’s more, groundbreaking technologies had divested land of its absolute
primacy in food production.109 The condition of overpopulation could no
longer fully justify a nation’s demand for additional land or emigration outlet,
thus Malthusian expansionism disappeared from intellectual debates and poli-
tical discourses around the world.

Chapter Overview: The Four Phases of Malthusian
Expansionism

Malthusian expansionism in Japan evolved in four phases—emergence, trans-
formation, culmination, and resurgence. In every stage, responding to specific
social tensions within domestic Japan and the empire’s interactions with its
Western counterparts, Japanese Malthusian expansionists hailed men and
women of distinct social strata in the archipelago as ideal subjects for emigra-
tion. Specific locations across the Pacific also emerged in each phase as ideal
places for these migrants to put down the roots of the empire. Accordingly, this
book examines each of these phases by following a chronological order.

Chapters 1 and 2 focus on the formative period of Malthusian expansionism,
from the very beginning of the Meiji era to the eve of the Sino-Japanese War in
the mid-1890s, and examine the international and domestic contexts in which
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Malthusian expansionism emerged in the archipelago. By defining the home
archipelago as overpopulated while Hokkaido as conveniently empty, theMeiji
government justified its policy of shizoku migration as a way to balance
domestic demography and a strategy to turn these declassed samurai into the
first frontiersmen of the empire. Japan’s imitation of Anglo-American settler
colonialism in Hokkaido also inspired the Japanese expansionists to turn their
gaze to the AmericanWest as an ideal target of shizoku expansion in the 1880s.
The blunt white racism that Japanese settlers and travelers encountered in
California, however, forced the Japanese expansionists to shift their focus to
the South Seas, Hawaiʻi, and Latin America. In their imaginations, these areas
remained battlegrounds of racial competition in which the Japanese still had
chances to claim a share, and the declassed samurai in the overpopulated
archipelago were the ideal foot soldiers in this fight.

Unlike in Hokkaido and the American West, shizoku migration to the South
Seas, Hawaiʻi, and Latin America failed to materialize on a significant scale.
The decline of shizoku as a social class itself brought Japanese Malthusian
expansionism to its second phase that lasted from the mid-1890s to the mid-
1920s, examined in chapters 3, 4, and 5. These chapters detail how the focus of
Japanese expansionists returned to North America when they replaced shizoku
with the urban and rural commoners (heimin) as the backbone of the empire.
These chapters also explain how the Japanese struggles against white racism in
the US West Coast and Texas set the agendas for Japanese expansion in
Northeast Asia, the South Seas, and South America and turned farmer migra-
tion into the most desirable model of Japanese settler colonialism in the
following decades.

Following a series of domestic and international changes around the mid-
1920s, Japan’s migration-driven expansion entered its heyday phase that lasted
through the end of World War II, examined in chapters 6 and 7. Two aspects
distinguished Japanese Malthusian expansionism in this phase from the pre-
vious decades. First, the Japanese government involved itself in migration
promotion and management on an unprecedented scale at both the central
and prefectural levels, giving rise to “the migration state.” Second, most
Japanese expansionists who had been pursuing a seat for Japan in the club of
Western empires were left severely disillusioned by the Immigration Act of
1924. They turned to an alternative model of settler colonialism to challenge
Anglo-American global hegemony, marked by the principle of coexistence and
coprosperity on the one hand and the emigration of grassroots farming families
from rural Japan on the other. This newmodel was first carried out in Brazil and
then applied to Japanese expansion inManchuria and other parts of Asia during
the 1930s and 1940s.

The collapse of the empire at the end of World War II brought an abrupt end
to Japanese colonial expansion, but the institutions in charge of previous
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migration campaigns largely remained intact during the US occupation.
Chapter 8, also the final part of this book, analyzes the unexpected resurgence
of Japanese Malthusian expansionism during the 1950s and 1960s. This was
also the final phase in its history. Policymakers and migration leaders, many of
whom had led and participated in Japanese expansion before 1945, saw the
returnees from the former colonies of the empire – as well as others who lost
their livelihood due to the war – as the new nation’s surplus people. Utilizing
pre-1945 migration institutions and networks, they were able to restart
Japanese migration to South America right after the enactment of the Treaty
of San Francisco. In the 1960s, Japanese overseas emigration quickly declined
as a rapid growing economy enabled its domestic society to accommodate most
of the Japanese labor force. Malthusian expansionism eventually lost its mate-
rial ground in the archipelago.

To grasp the complexity and dynamics in the relationship between demo-
graphy and expansion and between emigration and settler colonialism in
Japanese history, we must start our story from the very inception. It is with
the Japanese colonial expansion in Hokkaido in early Meiji that our story shall
begin.
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